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ABSTRACT
The VDL graph as an abstraction of data graphs is defined. A general 
graph walking algorithm is given, from which different concrete graph walk­
ing algorithms can be deduced. The linearly linked graph /chain/ and the 
binary tree as special cases of the VDL graph are defined. The use of the 
introduced objects in the definition of algorithms is illustrated by examples.
АННОТАЦИЯ
Определяем VDL граф и алгоритм обхода VDL графа. Определяем два 
специальных, важных с точки зрения практики, случая структуры данных. 
Линейную цепь и VDL дерево. Некоторые важные свойства определенных нами 
объектов объединяем в теоремах. Использование введенных объектов для реше­
ния задач определений иллустрируем примерами.
KIVONAT
Az adat-gráfok absztrakciójaként definiáljuk a VDL gráfot. Meg­
adunk egy olyan általános gráf-bejárási algoritmust, amelyből különböző 
konkrét gráf-bejárási algoritmusok származtathatók. A lineárisan láncolt 
adatszerkezetet /a láncot/ és a lineáris fát mint a VDL gráf speciális esetét 
definiáljuk. A bevezetett objektumok algoritmusok definiálásában való fel- 
használását példákkal szemléltetjük.
1. Introduction
In the last decade a lot of work has been done in the field of 
the machine independent definitions of programming languages. One of 
the most remarkable results is the Vienna Definition Language /VDL/.
An excellent treatment of VDL can be found in [l],
In the recent years the researchers tend to pay more and more 
attention to the abstract definitions of data structures. Such an 
abstraction describes the properties of the data structure indepen­
dently from its concrete representation. Originally, VDL was intro­
duced for the formal definition of tree-like data objects, as these ■ 
type of objects were very well suited for the description of the 
formal syntax and semantics of programming languages. However, general 
data structures can be represented by graphs, rather than by trees. 
Therefore some authors approached the problem of the formal definition 
of abstract data structures in ways different from VDL. See for 
example ], P5J • Гб]. In the latter work a rigorous definition of 
the formal semantics of data structures is given using the concept 
of the Common Base Language introduced by J.B.Dennis.
For the definition of data structures we need some suitably 
chosen basic objects from which any data structure can be built up.
In [9 З on the basis of practical considerations we introduced the 
VDL graph, and defined the abstract notion of data structure in the 
following way:
a data structure is an ordered triplet (t, S, к), where 
is-structure (t) = TRUE,
S is the set of the selection operations over t,
К is the set of the construction operations over t,
and
is-structure = is-data-setVis-data-list'/is-data-graph 
is-data = is-structureVis-element
2Неге
is-data-set = s : is-data^ I is-selector(s >}) 
and is-data-list is defined as usual in VDL.
In this paper the most important properties of the VDL graph are 
summarized. Two special cases of the VDL graph: the linearly linked 
data structure /chain/, and the VDL tree are defined. The use of the 
introduced objects in the solution of definitional problems is 
illustrated by examples.
2. The definition of the VDL graph 
Let
is-node-set = ({< s :is-node>lis-selector(s Ш  
is-node = (< s-value :is-data V  is-*NIL*> ,
< s-desc :is-selector-1ist >)
where the null object is represented by the name NIL, and nis-selector" 
and "is-data" may represent arbitrary predicates.
Let
is-node-set(g) a TRUE
Definition 2,1, Let t€-g, if
(3 s, is-selec tor(s) =TRUE)(s(g) = t and VNIL).
Definition 2,2, Let tfeg, n €.g. The node n refers to t if and only
if
(3 i, 1-i-length (s-desc (n J ))((elem (i)( s-desc (n)))(gj= t ).
Notationally we shall use the form
n— >t
Definition 2.3. We say that the node t^ is reachable from node t^, or 
there exists a reference path from t^ to t^ if and only if
t j t 2— > .♦. ^t ^ , /t^€g, i=l,2,...,k/
We shall use the following notation for the reference path:
t..—*# t.1 к
I
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Definition 2,4« The VDL graph is defined as an object which conforms 
to the following predicate
is-data-graph=^< s-is-node > I is-selector(s » )  
is-node= (< s-value:is-data>,
< s-desc :is-selector-1ist >)
where if
is-data-graph(g)=TRUE, 
then there exists a subset of nodes
M={nIis-master (n)}c{ n| is-node (n)) 
distinguished with the property that any node n e g (
/ is-master(n)=FALSE/ can be reached from at least one element of ra.
Definition 2.5. Let
value(n) = s-value(n)
and
if
next(i,n,g) = (elem (i)( s-desc (n)))(g) 
is-data-graph(g) = TRUE
and
n eg
Definition 2.6. A terminal node (n) is a node such that
s-desc (g) = <  >
where
is-data-graph(g) = TRUE.
The structure of a data object can be visualised by a graph. The
graph
g =(< s-r1 sn^.^s-rg :n2>,<s^ :n^,<s^ :n^>,<s5 :n,_>) 
n^=(<s—value :a>t* s-desc » )
n2=(< s-value :b>,<s-desc :<s^>>) 
n^=(«s-value :c>,<s-desc: <  » )  
n^=(cs-value :d^,<s-desc :<s^, s2 » )  
n^=(<s-value :e>,<s-desc: <  > * )
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Fíg. 2. 4.
5is shown in Figure 2.1, where the directly reachable nodes of the 
VDL graph g can be selected by the selectors s-r1# s-r2# The nodes 
are circles in the Figure 2.1 and they contain a value. The values 
which are yielded by the nodes of the data graph can be selected 
by the selector s-value. For example
s-value (s-^ (gj ) = a ,
or simply
valueis-r^ig)) = a .
The set, from which the values of the nodes are taken is not 
relevant here; it can be the set of the integer or real numbers, 
character strings etc.
The relationships between the nodes are represented by arrows.
The arrows are named by function next{i). The selector function next(i) 
is defined as:
next(i)(n) = next(i,n,g).
Also composite selectors containing the selector function next (i) 
can be used, for example
value»next (l).next(2)» s-r^(g) = e
3. The graph walking
A fundamental operation is the graph walk. Most of the selection 
and construction operations can be established on the graph walk. A 
graph walk can be carried out according to different strategies. In 
the following we give an abstract graph walk algorithm from which the 
concrete graph walks can be deduced.
Let the state £ of the abstract machine be defined as an object 
which conforms to the predicate
is-state = ( < s-input: is-data-graph>,
<s-table :is-table>,
<  s-control :is-control>)
6where
is-table =({< s:is-value > 1  is-selector(s Ш  
A r ,is-value = \TtF j
Let the initial state f0 of the machine be characterized by
?o = /**>(< s-inPut*g>i
<s-table :t >, .о * 1
<s-control :walk ( s-input ( M ) > )
where
is-data-graph(g) = TRUE,
tQ = ({<s :F> I is-master(sig))}) .
Definition j,l, The next-'"''! actor function is a function over the 
set
{ t I is-table(t)}
The range of the function is
is-selector V/{n IL}
If
then
(3s, fcis-s£lector)(s(t) = F)
next-selector (t)(t) = F
else
.next-selector(t) = NIL
Informally, the function next-selector (t) furnishes one of the 
selectors of table t for which
s(t) = F
if such an s exists, and yields the object NIL otherwise.
Lemma 3,1, Let
is-data-list (t) = TRUE
then the algorithm
7process-list(t) =
1ength (t) = 0 -»null 
T ->process-list (tail (t))i 
process(head (t))
executes the instruction process exactly once for each element of list t.
Proof, This results from the definition of the functions "head" and 
"tail".
Theorem 3,1, Let |0 be the object given above. The following program 
executes the instruction
process-value ( n)
exactly once for each n 6 g,
walk (gj =
next-selector(s-table ( » )  = NIL -»null 
T -»walk (g);
process-value(n), 
process-selectors(w);
w : next-selectors ( n);
n : next-node ( next-se*lector fs-table (»)))
next-node (s) =
PASS: s(s-input (D)
s-table: M  s-table (I) ;<s:T>)
next-selectors (n) =
PASS: s-desc(n)
process-selectors (w) = 
length (w) = 0 -»null 
T -»process-selectors (tail(w)); 
set (head(w))
set (s) =
s(s-table («) = NIL -»link (s)
T —»null
link (s) =
s-table: A  s-table (?) : < s :F ? )
8Proof, Let us prove that the control tree is reduced to the instruction 
null if and only if the instruction
process-value (n)
has been executed exactly once for each n6g.
Let us suppose, that the control tree has been reduced to the 
instruction null. Then by Definition 3,1, there exists no selector s 
such that
s (s-table($)) = F
This means, that instruction
next-node (s)
has been executed for each s, where
is-master (s(g)) = TRUE
But in this case the instructions
next-selectors (s(g)J 
process-value (s (;))
and
process-selectors (s-desc <s(s))) 
also have been executed for each s, where
is-master (s(g)) = TRUE
The execution of the last instruction for each selector s, by 
which the node s (g) refers to a node n€g, implies that
- if s(t)/NIL then the table t does not change,
- if s (t) =NIL then the component <s:F>- will be added to the
table t.
Thus it is obvious that if the control tree has been reduced to 
the instruction null, then each node nfcg, for which
m — > h n, is-master(m) = TRUE
holds, has been processed. However it results from Definition 2.4-., 
that then each node n6g has been processed and the instruction
process-value (nj
has been executed exactly once for each n€g.
Now let us supose that the instruction
9process-value ( s(g))
has been executed exactly once for each s(g)^NIL. Let us prove that 
then the control tree has been reduced to the instruction nulla 
Each instruction
process-value (s(g))
is preceded by the instruction 
next-node (s),
which results in changing the table t such a way that 
s(t) = T.
Since the table s-table ( h )  contains all the "master" selectors, 
and during the execution of the control tree only such selectors can 
be entered into the table for which sfg)^NILj and further, these 
selectors are entered before processing the object s(g), it follows 
that after processing any s(g)
s (s-table ($) ) = T
and hence the control tree must have been reduced to the instruction 
null« This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1»
The graph walking strategy is specified by the function
next-selector (t)
Hence the given algorithm with different mappings of the function 
next-selector It) defines different graph walking strategies.
The graph walking problem frequently occurs in system’s prog­
ramming. Such a problem is for instance linking relocatable binary 
segments together to form a complete program. In the following the 
algorithm of an abstract linkage editor program will be given.
5.1 An abstract linkage editor
Let us see a system in which the segments can refer to each other 
only by segment names.
Definition 3«2.
is-r/b-program = is-segmentcode-graph
where
10
is-selector = is-segmentname
In detail:
is-r/b-program =({<s:is-л ode > |is-segmentname(s )1), 
is-node = (< s-value : is-segmentcode>,
<s-desc : is-segraentname-list >)
Definition 3.3. Let
editor(t)
be the macro instruction which processes a segmentcode as needed for 
linking. The concrete structure of it is irrelevant here.
Definition ЗЛ. Let
is-r/b-programfp) = TRUE.
The abstraction of a linkage editor is the following graph walking 
algorithm!
linker(p) =
next-selector(s-table if)) = NIL -»null 
T -»link (p);
editor (n),
process-selectors (w); 
w: next-selectors (n);
n: next-node (next-selector(s-table (%)))
The macro instructions
process-selectors 
next-selectors 
next-node
are defined, as in Theorem 3»1» The details of an abstract linkage
editor can be found in tel
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4. Linearly linked data structure /chain/
The graph has two special cases, which are of particular impor­
tance in defining data structures. These are the chain and the tree.
Definition 4,1, The chain is defined as an object conforming to the 
predicate
is-data-chain. 
is-data-chain (t) = TRUE
if and only if
1. is-data-graph It) = TRUE,
2. There exists exactly one met such that
is-master (m) = TRUE,
/Let "first" be the selector, for which 
is-master{first (t)) = TRUE./
3. There exists exactly one nfct, which is terminal $
4. If nfct and n is not a terminal, then
length (s-desc(n)) = 1.
Theorem 4.1. If
is-data-chain (t) = TRUE, 
n fct, n / first (t),
then there exists exactly one reference path from first (t) to n.
Proof. Definition 2.4. states that there exists at least one refe­
rence path from first (t) to n :
first (t) — >и n
Thus we have to prove that the reference path is unique. This results 
from the fact, that if nfct and n is nonterminal, then
length (s-desc(n)) = 1
and futhermore>there exists a vfct which is terminal.
Definition 4.2, Let
is-data-chain (t) = TRUE.
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Let us define the following functions:
1. If nfct, then
next (nу t) = next(l,n,t)
2. If s(t)fet and n=next(s(t),t), then
cancel(n,t)=
-desc*s: s-desc(n)>,feiern íl)í s-desc (s(t))) »NIL >  )
3. If is-data(a) = TRUE and s(t)et then
put-next (a,s (t),t) =
/t(t ;<s’ (< s-value :a>,< s-desc :s-desc (s (t) ) >  ) > t
< s-desc.s : < s' > > 
where s’ it} = NIL.
4. If n€-t, then
cut(n,t) = ({< s:s(t)>| s(t)— >»n JJ
From these definitions we may deduce the following lemmas:
Lemma 4.1.
is-data- chain(cancel (n,t))
Lemma 4,2,
is-data-chain(put-next(a,n,t ))
Lemma 4.3»
is-data-chain(cut(n,t))
The algorithm of chain walking is very simple: 
walk-chain(t) = walk-node(f irst (t),t)
walk-node (n,t) = 
n = NIL —> null 
T -»walk-node (next(n,t),t); 
process-value(n)
The operation of searching for the terminal element of a chain is 
significant in practice. This problem can be solved by the chain 
walking algorithm. However it is preferable to define a function which 
maps a chain to its terminal element.
Definition 4.3» If
is-data-chain (t) = TRUE,
then
13
last (t)€. t
and
next (last (t)) = NIL
The introduction of this function facilitates appending a new 
element at the end of a chain or deleting the last element: 
put-next(a,last(t), t ), 
cut (last (t),t).
5. The binary tree
Another important special case of the graph is the binary tree. 
An abstraction of the data tree can be found in Гз]. In the following 
we define the binary tree as a special case of the VDL graph.
Definition 5.1» A binary tree may be represented by the object con­
forming to the predicate:
is-data-tree• 
i s-data-tree I t )  = TRUE
if and only if
1, is-data-graph(t) = TRUE,
2. There exists exactly one net such that
is-master (t) = TRUE
/Let "root” be the selector, for which 
is-master(root(t)) = TRUE /
3» If n£t, then
length(s-descCn))^ 2
h. If net, n/root(t), then these exists exactly one reference path 
from root(t) to n.
Definition 5»2, Let
is-data-tree (t) = TRUE 
Let us define the following functions:
1, If net, then
left(n,t) = next(l,n,t)
14
and
right(n,t) = next(2,n,t)
2. If is-data(a) = TRUE, s(t)fct and left(s(t),t) = NIL 
then
put-left(a,s(t),t J = ;u.(t ;<s* : s-value :a>,<s-desc :< > > ) > »
< elem (l)*s-desc#s :s*r} ,
where s* (t) = NIL
3. If is-data(a) = TRUE, s(t) = t’ and right(s(t),t) = NIL 
then
put-right(a,s(t ) ,t ) = a (t;«s* у»Лр(< s-value :a?,< s-desc : « » )  > t
< eiern (z\» s-desc*s :s' r ) ,
where s’ (t) = NIL 
Definition 3.3. If
in-data-tree(t) = TRUE
then
left-tree (t) = ({<root:n^]U{< s :s (t)> | n^— >h s(t)J)
where
n^  = (elem (l)(s-dcsc(root(t)) ) ) ( t )
and
right-tree (t) =({<root:n2 *)U{< s :s (t)»| n2— >M s(t)})
where
n0 = (elem(2 )(s-desc(root(t))))Ít}
Theorem 3«1» bet is-data-tree(t) = TRUE, 
a/ If left(root (t)) / NIL, then
is-data-tree (left-tree(t)) = TRUE 
b/ If right(root(t)) / NIL, then
is-data-tree (right-tree(t)) = TRUE 
с/ If nfct, n / root(t), then 
or n 6 lef t-tree (t), 
or ne right-tree(t) ,
Proof. It follows from Definition 2.4- and Definition 5»1/3 that for 
each net, n / root(t), n/n^, n/n^ 
or root (t) — > n ^  »K n >
15
or root(t)->Пр -** n.
Hence part с/ of Theorem 5*1» is true.
Now let us see the object 
left-tree (t).
It is obvious that for this object the statements 2. and 3» in 
Definition 5.1. hold. On the other hand, it follows from Definition 5.3 
that
(Vn,nfc left-tree (t))( n —-»» n ) .
Hence
is-data-graph(t) = TRUE
Since only one reference path exists from root (t) to n and this re­
ference path is the following
root (t) — >n^—* *n
it can be seen, that
n-j— > »n
is unique. Similarly the correctness of statement с/ is also obvious.
Theorem 5*2» If is-data-tree(t) = TRUE, n€.t, n/root(t) and n is not 
a terminal, then there exists at least one reference path such that
root (t) -> Ji n — ► Jt V
where v is terminal.
Proof. Based on the Definition 5»1. we may see that 
root (t)~* Ji n
If n is not terminal then at least one of the objects left(n,t) and 
right(n,t) is not NIL. Let n* be such an object. Then
root (t) — >* n — >n*
If n* is not a terminal, since there is no reference path such that 
n — •> * n
repeating this procedure, we have
root (t)---» и n —> n*— » jt n,К
where n^  is a terminal.
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There are three wellknown tree walking algorithms which are 
important in practice: the postorder, preorder and endorder algorithm 
/see [ 7] / . With the operations defined above as a basis, we can 
describe these algorithms very simply. Let us see the postorder al­
gorithm.
Definition 5.3» Let
is-data-tree (t) = TRUE
The postorder tree walking algorithm can be formulated as follows:
walk-tree-post (t) = 
t = NIL -»null
T -»walk-tree-post(right-tree(t)) ;
process-value(root (t));
walk-tree-post (left-tree(t))
where operation process-value can be replaced with an arbitrary 
operation.
Theorem 5*3« If is-data-tree(t) = TRUE, then the program 
walk-tree-post (t) 
executes the instruction
process-value (n)
once and only once for each n et.
Proof. Since
root(t) ^  right-tree (t), 
root(t) ф left-tree (t)
the instruction
process-value(root (t))
is executed by the program exactly once. Similarly it can be seen 
that the instructions
process-value (root(ieft -tree (tp), 
process-value (root(right-tree(t »),
process-value(fn))and
17
for each
n = root(* (. . ,*(t ) ) )
where n is replaced by the functions left-tree and right-tree, are 
executed exactly once. But obviously
n = root (w(...*(t))) /  NIL
if and only if
root (t) -♦->* n .
This completes the proof.
5.1 Sort tree
We often need a structure the elements of which can be accessed 
in less time than those of an unordered list and which permits the 
insertion of new elements easily. A sort tree is one such structure 
/see [ ioJ/ . In the following we give an algorithm for creating a sort 
tree as a part of a sorting algorithm.
Let t be given, where
is-data-list it) = TRUE.
Let us assume that t is an unordered list. Let us define a transfor­
mation which transforms the list t to an ordered list t*. A list t* 
is ordered, if and only if
( ’/  i,l^i<. length (t’))( elem (i )(f) 4 elem (i + l)(f)J
The state of the abstract machine (?) may be specified as an object 
which conforms to the following predicate
is-state = (< s-.input :is-data-list>,
< s-output:is-data-list>,
< s-tree:is-data-tree >,
<s-control :is-control >)
and the initial state is as follows
= (< s-input:t>,
< s-output
< s-tree vuQ(«root ^u >q(«s-value :head(t ) >  ) >  )
< s-control:sort (tail
where
18
is-data-list(t) = TRUE
The abstract sorting algorithm: 
sort(t) =
length (t) 0 -■»sort (tail (t»i
set-tree (head(t),root(s-tree(^)) )
T -»walk-tree-post (s-tree (f>)
where now the instruction process(v) is replaced with
process(v) =
s-output: s-output
set-tree (v,n) =
valuetn)« v -»test-right (v,n) 
value(n)?? v -»test-left (v,n)
test-right (v,n) =
right(n,s-tree ($)) ^ NIL -» set-tree (v,right(n, s-tree(f)))
T —» s-tree: put-right(v,n,s-tree (Í ) )
test-left (v,n) =
left(n,s-tree (*)) /  NIL -» set-tree ( v,]left.(n, s-tree ( 0 »
T -»s-tree: put-left(v,n,s-tree ( * ) )
The proof of the correctness of this algorithm is theoretically 
simple but a little bit laborious and therefore it is omitted here.
19
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